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Significant Fmdings
rThe problems of alsample of 456 di.labled persons living in four rural-counties ip Arkansas, Texas, and

Oj1ahoma weie assessed using a ,combination of forced-choice and ins-dePth probe questions.

R pondents represented four ethnic groups: Ozark whites, Blacks, Americanindians, and Mexican

ericans. Interview data provided rich information ab6ut the problems respondentswere facing in

their day-to-day living, the consequences of their] problems, and the techniques they used for coping

with their problems. The results of the study *vide empirical data onihe felt needs TA objective
situations facing handicapped bersons in rural areas. )4,

Visual and emotional problems were the most common health conditions of thosq

interviewed. Some ailments, especially those affecting visir, hearing, and mobility ,

increased with age, although afflictions such as mental retardation, emotional illnesses,

and speech disorders were rnoresommon in theyoungeriTeiroups. Although some
conditions such as allergies affected all ages, overall, the number oThealth problems

increased with age. 1!

Sophisticated assistive rehabilitation devices were almost nonexistent No respotide4

had a modified vehicles Those persons whoused assislive devices relied on standard

aids such as crutches eild wheelchaits.
,

More than half of the respondents reported total famOyearly incomes of $6,000 orler;s.

The rate of fulltime employment among work-age respondents was only 12%. ."
;

The ramifications of disability were broad. Disabirities were associated with emotiOnal

problems, difficultiei with home and yard maintenance, and -limited Mobility 66th!"

withih and outside the hpme.

.Mo4 respondents looked mainly to their famili9s for help with their pro "lerils. Few

sought or received professional help.

Many respondents, especially minorities, were unaware ofthe service prograrnsthat are

available to disabled persons. Only 17% had applied for assistance to DVR, bUrc3ver 90%

of those who did apply received help. Application rates were higher amondvkites than

for Minorities.

Vocational assistance tended to be targeted toward the younger Worker,

work-age adults (16-30) were likely to receive both vocational and;riedical services

from DVR, but applicants age 31-64 received mostly medical services,

Efforts are needed tb increase service utilization rates and toprovideenidional support

to disabled individuals and their families.
, 4
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PREFACE

.

This is.the sebond of two reports af Project R-181,

"Rehabilitation Service:fteds of the Rural Disabled."

The Tirst te'port, Rural Rehabilitation A State of th

Art (ARR&TC, 1982) surveyed the literature pertaining to

the incidence of disability in rural areas, barriers to

rural rehabilitation, service delivery approaches.in

rural rehabilitdtion,'and the needs of disabled perspns,

living in rural areas. Frpm this'report, .it was learned

that little in-depth data cunrently existed on ae status

of rural disabled-persons, ahd a kesearch prOjedt was de-

Signed to'idpntify the mo4t.pressing prIleRs faced by

disabled people living in 7rural areas. Moreover, the

effect that ethnicity might Save.gn rural rehabilitatiOn

was unknown, so the survey included four different rural

subcultures...This report describes that pilot study,

its methodotlogy and results, and makes suggestions for

Improvpments in service delivery to rural disabled

persons.

Mary Jo Schneider, Ph..D.
Senior Investigator St*

Project Coordinator

,Prpject Team:
Julie' Omohundro, B.A.
Daniel Ferritor, Ph.D.
Bruce Grann6mannt
Michael Leland*.M.A.

prOject D.irector:
John N. 4006r, Ph.D.
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INTRODUCTION

ThrTrimary purpose ofthis assessment survey was

to determine the specific problems faced 'by rural dis-'.
abled individuals in their day-to-day living 'and Voca-.

tional activifies. An effort was Made to examine these

problems as they affect four rural ethnic silbpqpula-
.

tions: Ozark Whites, Southern Blacks, Western American

Indiansi and Mexican Americans. In addition to assess-

ing the problems challenging rtial disabled persons,

the survey examined the unique adjustments,made by, per.-

sons in a 'rura/ community: .01e reSources available, '13,

the utilization'of those resources, and the development

of particular adjUstment skills. Finally,,the survey

served a5 a pilot model to evaluate the potential of a
4

behavior assessment method and the feasibility of ap-

plying on a broader scale.

Over he past ten.years, heightened public recog-.

hition of the extent and nature of the problems faced

by disabled individuals has resulted in.an increase in

the arriCunt and kinds.oi services available to the dis-
, .

abled. Medical, Mental-health, and vocational serviced
*

have-expanded., Not ,surprisingly, rehabilitation ser-

vice efforts' have concentrated on providing the eat,

extensive.service to the greatest number of individuals.
e.

, A naturalleonsequence is that the unique teeds of
,1

't
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specific groups of individuals are less directly ad-

dressed. Individuals with disabilities, however, are

not a homogeneous group with identical needs. They

differ in age, ethniity, type of disability, place of

residence, education, and employment potential.

Ond direct result of past servicp provision pat- `.

terns is that services have been directed toward urban

disabled persons and their needs. ,Like the general

population, most disabled individuals reside in urban

4
areas, and,therefore, have rblatively eagy access. to

services. Nonetheless, a larg.e portion of our society

still lives in a rural environment and many disabled

.persons are included in that population. Fewer ser7

vices are available to rural disabled persons, and many

of those which exist were developed in response to urban

needs and theh extended to rural areas, where they may

or may not be appropriate.

In addition, individual ethnic populations, such

.

as Blacks,.Mexican Americans, American Indians, and

Ozark/Appalachian whites are known to differ from the

general.Topulation--and often from'each other--along

economic, educational -and dultural dimensions. These

ethnic distinctions are espeCially strong in rural

areas. Blacks, in the South,. and Mexican Americans

and American Indiansl in'the West, comprise a

,
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significant proportion of the nonmetrrli an popu/a-

tion, and isolated Ozark/Appalachian whites have de-

veloped culturally distinct identities. An increased

effort has been made to design 'and imtolement urban

services in a manner consistent with ethnic Influences

and attitudes. However, the combined cultural impact

.of rurality and ethnicity on servide intervention has

not yet received in-depth analysis. e

. Leland and Schneider (1582) 'recently examined4the.

current status of the rural disabled, theii needs, and

efforts by rehabilitation professionals to meet thoee

nee*. Their primary cc:inclusion was that this service

area suffers from a lack of empirical data about all

aspects of rural disability. In addition, they 'noted

that *rehabilitation-efforts have been implemented some-
.

4 what arbitrarily and with mixed.success. The following
-

is a summary of the issues which Leland and Schneider

considered in detail.

Defining the Rural Disabled Population. For the

purposes of identifying a targedpopulation,:investiga-

tors have defined disability in terms of activity limi-

tations rather than by the presence or absence of a

specific health problem. .Nagi (1976) Provided separate

estimates for the percent of 'the population that was

rest4cted in work activities (11%) and in activities
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of daily living (12%). Respondents to a survey by the

National Center foF Health Statistics (1975) were asked

whether their overall activities were limited by some

chronic health condition, and the 1970 Census provides

information on those persons sufficiently.disabled to

limit thair vocational activities.

Although each of these definitions of disability

has a slightly different focus, the estimated rates of

disability they provide (9%-12%) are similar. In ad-
-

dition, survey results suggest that.the rural disabir-

ity rate is proportionately larger than the urban-sdis-

ability rate. The survey by the National Center for

Health Statistics shows a somewhat higher disability

rate in rural areas (12$) than among metropolitan'res-

idents (11%), while the 1970 Census figures presented

by the President's Committee on Employment of the Hand-

icapped (1977) estimated that,a full 9% of the adult

(16-64 years) population was disabled. Expected rural

disability rates would be much higher, since the rural

population includes a proportionately higher number of

persons.over age 65, the age group with the highest

incidence of disability (Blake, 1981).

The size of the United States rural population

also varies with definition. A coMmon distiriction is

that mada between persons residing within or outside

a.
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of a Standard Metropolitan Stat,istical Area (SMSA).

This is an area composed of one 6r more contiguous

counties having a dentrai city of at least'50,000 in-

habitants; or a central city of at least.25,000 inhab-
.

itants, if other population criteia are met which

suggest that outlying residents have strong 6conomic

or social ties with the central city. The State and

Metropolitan Data Book (U.S. Bureau of the Census,

1979) repoi.ted that 27% of the total U.S. population

resides outside of Standaed Metropolitan Statistical

Areas. A surveY conducted by the Bureau of the Census

estimated that 25% of the nation'spopulation resides

in towns of 2,500 or less and 36% live in cities of

less than 50,000 people (Kane & Myers, 1979). Of the

respondents to the National Center for Health Statid-

tics Health Interview Survey (1975) who indicated a

--disability, 35% considered themselves rural residents.
. -

Geographical Distribution; nere are a number.of

regional4differences in the size and density of the

rural disabled population. A smaller percentage of the-

,fgeneral population are rural resident's in the Northeast

(16%) and West (20%) than in the North Central.(30%).

and.South (36%) (Presidentls Committee on Employment

of the Handicapped, 1977). Like'the general popula-

tion, more disabled American adults reside.in urbanized

12
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e ,,
.

states, butotthey accoynt fOr a.imaller proportion of
.

1
A u

.
:these.itates' population (8-10%) than do those living

. .

.t.

.

.

.
in the southern rdraI states, where:.they comprise.

.'
..... .,..

- i
.

12,14% df the total'pogiAation. Apparently,disability i

. 4 . .

. . '''''

A'proportionatelrmorbsoharaotpristic of the rural

population, oar7ticularlylin Aise South.
......

yInCome. \A disproportionate'share.of the ation's '

6

c-S

a
sr/

-poor live in rural arpas. Figures reported by Hopp e -

(1980) show that, in 1977, non-l'etrkareas had 33%oof

'the population, but 40% of the persons living on pov-
,

,.erty-.1evel incomes. 'More than half of these lived in

,minor civil divisions

of the population was

GMCD's). in which more than 20%

poor. In 1975, more than,hali of

1

- all non-metro'poor-lived.iri'the the,onlY-region

:4.,:mbere the rural poor outfiumbered the metro psoor.. About

20t..c5T the rural southern population_Was poor, comgared

with 9% in the Northeast, 12% in the Westi and 10% in

the North Central regions: These figures are particu-
, .

larly significant in light of:the proporticinately
,

4,

.

2

greater, numbers ofAlSabled.personS living in outhern
. -

s ,

states.
p

The economic indicators for/the total disabled

mulAiion'are also ascouraging. Pigures-released by
-

\44
/the f>keSident's CoMmittee.on Employment,of the Handi-

bapPe'd (1977).-showed that the mean ificome fok the

1
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disabled was almost $1,00.0 lower than-that for the

general popuratiori. Incomes are below poverty level for

36% of the disatled population, compared with 20% for the

general population. In addition, ohly%42% of the nation's ,

disabled are employed; the over-all national eriPloyment

rate'is 5.

Considered tdgether, the above figures on rurality and

the economic .conditions of disabled peoN.e suggest that many

ofilthe rural disabled have incone levels that are much lower

21

than average. In addition, they have special needs, eelative

to non-disabled individuals, that must be met with their

limited incomes. This problem is probably greatest in the

South, where the individual factors of disability, rurality,

and poverty are most prevalent.

Education. Poor economic conditions are typically

adsociated with lower levels o education (David, Brazer,

Morgan & Cohen, 1961). Recent figures suggest that' the

rural disabled are not exceptions to*this rule. The dis-

abled population in general aas fewer years of formal edu-

cation than-the total population, according to the Presi-

dent's Commit-Me on Employment of the Handicapped (1977).

They reported tht the average handicapped person had

attended 1-3 years of high school, V.Thile the median for

the general population was four years. In the aealth sUr-

vdy conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics,

over half of the rural disabled respondenis indicated that
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.8

they had completed fewer than 9 yearsof formal education.

Age. A contributing factor to'the apparent lower

economic and educational leweis of the 'rural disabled.is

that a disproportionately large number of 'the nation's

eldefly are included in this population. The 1975 Health'
0-

:Survey, indicated that' almost 50% of the rural disabled

are 45 ana aver, compared to 35 to 40% of their,urban and

sub cban cdunterparts, respectively. In rural a,Feas, the
,

eldely are also disProPortionately represented &mong'the

poor. In'1975, persons 65 and ()tier accounted for 12%lof

the rural Population, but/6% of the rural poor (Hoppe,

1980).

Ethnicity. . Hoppe (1980) has noted that rural popu-,
4

lations with poverty-level incomes show 'heavy regional

concentratj,ons of particular minority groups. More than

90% of all low income rural blacks live in the South, the

region with the highest proportion of physical disability

and rural Poverty. In the West, over half of the Amdri-

-can Indian population live in rural areas, and nearly

ha1f of these are poor. Persons of Latin ori9in also

constitute a large portion of the Westrn rural poor:

abbut one-third of American migrant workers are of

.Latih origin.

t
Summary. 'he foregoing figures define an appre-

ciably large,rural disabled population,that is struggling,

, 15
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not only to overcome their disabling conditions, but with

the triple-threat economic complex of poverty, unemploy-
.

ment, and lack of education. For many, the compounding
^

factor of advanced age not only makes them more'probableN

victims of these factors, but severely limits their out-

look in termsqlof fapture employment or additional education.
\

!Furthermore, the rural West and Sduth have high concentra-

tions of Mexican:Americans; American Indians, and blacks,

andeach of theSe ethniegroups is characterized by poor

-economirc status in general, apart from the influences of

,rural residence or disability. The expected staeus of an

elderly disabled black living in the rUkal South is

extremely grim:

RURAL SER ICES AND BARRIERS TO SERVICE PROVISION

As a group, disabled persons living in rural areas

are appar ntly more economically and.educationally dis-

advantaged th'an their urban'counterparts. In addition,

rural disabled persons do not have,easy access to the

wide range of services that are readily available iii

urban areas. Rural services are fewer in number, often

,of lesser quality, and generally harder to obtain than

services in a metropolitan environment. ,

Health., Although the relative health statftses of

rural and urban residents are still under evaluation

(Miller, 1982), fewer health servicep ard available in

atm

V
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rural areas, bothiin terms of raw nnmbers and in compar-
e

isons adjusted for population _differences (Human Health.

Service, 1980). Rural ara-d\have diffic41ty in attract-

ing health protessionks because of 1 vier indomes, pro-

fessional iiolation, limited laborat ry and care facili-
.

tie and a lack of social and4cultural 'opportunities that

fessionals are likely to desire (Davis & Marshall, 1975).

)4

Per 100,000 popuIation rural residents are served by half

,

as many physicians, two-thirds as many registered nurses,

and half.as Many dentists as metropolitan.residents:

PHYSICIANS, NURSES, DENTISTS, AND HOSPI AL BEDS1

Metro

Non-federal physicians (1979) 179
Registered nurses (1977) 520

Dentiats (1979) 60

aospital beds (1979) 460

Specialists account,for 85% of,all active private urban

physicians, but only 65% of natal pflysicians:

on-Metro

. 84
350
30

425

NON-FEDERAL PHYSICIANS IN ACTIVE PATIENT CARE, 1978

Metro NOTI-rMetro Total

Office-Based 71.0% 87.2% 73.4%

General Practice 15.2% 3S.7% 18.8%

Specialists 84.8% 64.3% 81.2%

Hospital-eased 29.0% 12.8% . '26.6%

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(N=274,942) (N=47,475) (N=322,457)

- Unpublithed ata by the Human Health Service (DHHS), 1980.

17



Rural hospitals also suffer in comparison to metro

faCilities.' They are oldsF, less likely to be accredited,
a

and have fewer specialized services (Ahearn, 1a79)?

Hospital-based physicigns in urban areas out-number their
11

rural colleagues by a factor of more than 10.to 1, while

the urban to rural population ratp_is on1S, 2 to 1.

EconomiL Rutal areas have &re difficulties than

urban areas in paying for adequate levels of public ser-
a

vices (Rainey & Rainey, 1978). Per dapita cost of deliver-

. ing these services is frequently high., in rural areas,

becaus operating expenses must be shared by fewer pebple.

Low .population. density also cont.ributes to a lower tax

base, limiting the amount of funds for social and health-

related services, and local govetnments are seldom able
-

to give priority to providing specialized services when
. .

funds are often inadequate to cover generalized services

that affect the total rural populaaon.

Education. Rural school systems are less likely:to
. .

include librarians, guidance counselors, psychologists,

audio-visual specialists and teacher aides on their staffs

than are either central city or suburban school *stems.

In addition, pre-kindergartens, kindergartens,'and special

education programs are far more-common in Urban than in.,

,rural schools:
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PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS WITH SUPPORT PROGRAMS AND STAFF1

Programs

City

Metro Non-Metro

Suburb
,

Pre7kindergarten 29. ,9 2.3 4 1 . 3 P

Kindergarten 87.5 79.8 57.6
Special Education 86.3 62.2 44.9

Staff .
.

. Supervisors , 97.5 48.0 27.2
Librarians 98.4 77.1 58.2

Guidance Counselors 93.8 67.2 49.8

Psychologists 75.9 36.7 7.4

Audio-Visual 41.6 14.2 7.2
Teacher Aides 92.5 57.6 0.5

I

1Fratoe, F.A. Rural Education and Rural Labor Force in
the Seventies,'1978.,

The numbers and.kinds'ol educational services that

can`be proVided in rural areas are restricted by lOW

populationirdensity and a,lack of economic reiOurces.

s..
Rural areas have fewer dOilais to spend per pupil,

-

-

the,per puPil cost of providing special services is

usually-higher than in metropolitan.areas. Rural'

areas spend more dollars per pupil than metro,School

systems only in the category of, transportation. Adminis-
,

tration, instructional, attendance, operation and main-
,

tenancb, ancOfiXed expenditureS Are all higher in city'

and sUburban school 'systems (Fratoe, 1978.). The National

-Rural Research and Personal P4gparation Project examined

the difficulties that rural communities experienced in
- 4

19
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attempting to carry out the mandate ofEducatiOn for All

Handicapped Children's Act of 1975. The predominant dif-

ficulties cited were:. recruiting and retaining'qualified

*staff, community resistance-to change, lOng distances
1

between schools, suspicion of outside interference, cultural
Sow

differences, te.rrain, and lowstax bases (Helge, 1981):

Transportatiot. Although the economic resources oi

rural areas.are generally beibw metropolitan levels,'

financial"factors might not'play so heavy a role in the
,

provision of services were it not for'the sparse natur

of rural yopulations. In many-cases, the actual co of
,

the service is small in comparison to transportation costs,.
_

. . . G. . . A.
11110,1t is difficult ,to finAkcentral locations accessible to

, . ..- . )1:
large numbefs ofc.:rurAl clients, arid the V:ist of travel- '

ing to individual clients is.often prohibi4ve. public

"4.

:

transportation is virtually non7existpnt in the rural
.0 .

*
-

.

-

environment; almost ala travel is by private car.. Those.

who cannot afford-to own an automobile are entirely de-

pendent oh others for 'transportation to needed services

(Auerbach 1976). In addition, poor roads may combine

with inclement' weather to temporarily-isOlate the.entire

rural yopulatiOn,
N'

Employbent. In rural, sparsely populated areas, the

existing job market, the Willingness of employers, and4
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ethq-lack-of cojnpetitton in low-level occupations appear

more importa in successcul rehabilitation than do more

comprehensi e assessments or better classiflcation of jobs

('Clark, 1973). Because mdCh.of the employment in rural

areas is seasonal, underemployment is also a pnblem
S'

(Tamblyn, 1971). The major shift in Eull==time reqkrative

employmemE from ruiad to urban ateas has made tIle.lack of

employment oppoitunities one of the mosesignificant

problems faced by rural rehabilitation counseloxs (Metzler,

11959),. In a survey by MacGuftiie, Janzen, and McPhee (1969)

1

.
.

of rural rehAb1itation counselors, it was 6onluded that
*

4. A

the majcirity of-rural clients-Anticipated the nEed to

move to an urban are& torseek eMployment after rehabilita-
#

Rehabilitation. Two distinct strategies 'have been

tested in rural rehabilttation. One approach has been

the expansion of traditional 'Service delivery programs;

the second has been the development of innovative,_non-
.

traditional service delivery systems and methods.

A number of reseafch and demonstration projects have

been fuilded hiy the Rehabilitation Services Administration

to test the effects of traditional rehabilitation methods

in predominantly 1.1ra1 areas. Through this type of

saturation.approach, it was found that traditional services

21
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i could improve the employment and health sta.Was of rur4
.t.' ... . . _ .

disabled persons (Wright, 1961; Kentucky Bureau of Rehabil-
4

itation SerViCes, 1969). In addition, the numbers of

-clients, area served, and use of facilities could be in-
,

Creased-(Maine's Tine Tree society for Crippled Children

and Adults, 1962). .Howemer, many efforts were stil lagued

by poor employment opportunities in rtiral "communiti s,

lack of referrals, local attitudes and the lack of public

transportation (Kentficky Bureau of Rehabilitation Servioes,

1969; Myers, 1974). In addition, successful programs

emphasized Odequatelcommunity support Myers, 1974;, Saranac
A , 41.

Lake Rehabilitation Guilck 19611.

Non-traditional approaccies to rural rehabilitation

have also been demonstrated with some success. 'One tech-

nique jud4ed as vitai Ithroughout the literatgre (Baney!

1968; Beasley & Parris, 1969; Davis, 1968; Grober & Barber,

1976; Hansen, 1972; ielley, Gueron, & Rawlings,.1977;

Kelso, 1969; KnAff, 1972;.Lucas-& Wolf, 1968; Mykut,

1979; Nolan & Schwartz, 1973; Reifk & Reissman, 19654-

Stewart & Crafton, 1975) is the use of indigenous.para-

professionals, .outreach workers, and aides. These and

other ttudies have shown that the use of indiggious

teers and service prOviders can often,serve as an avenue

for overcoming cultural, communication, and fiscal bar-

riers often experienced in rural settings. Another

# s.
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innovation that "has proved effective in certain circum-
t

stances is the use of.a4mobile unit to provide medical

diegnostics and vocational and psychological evalua,-

tions (Hutchinson, 1970; Oklahoma State Vocational Re-

'habilitation Division, 1969). Mobile units can de-

.

crease r-1-111t transporation problems and the amount of

time needed for rehabilitation evaluation, as well as

overcome the lack of facilities and trained personnel

An rural areas. Finally, professional teams have been

used to decrease the time spent in initial diagnosis.

of vocational rehabj.litation needs (Bolton-& Davisi_
_

1979; Golston & Hef1eyv.01975; Hutchinson, 1971; Reagles

Wright, & Chope, 1975).

ETHNIC AND CULTURAL INFLUENCES

The influences of mass Communication, technology,

and urbanization have blurred, but not erased, the

distinctions between rural and suburban cultures. The

marked contrast between a metropolitan culture based

on liberal, progressive social and political iues

.and a rural society noted for co'Iservatism, independence,

and isolationism are extremes onja continuum that in-

cludes small town, small-city, and suburban cultures.

Nonetheless, these distinciions vn be made (Miller &

Luloff, 1981). Vocational rehabilitation,.for instance,

,23
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has been described as an urban, middle-class concept

primarily adminlstered by Professionals from-urban

areas (Lowery, 1980). These urban techniques, values

and iargon may be so foreign to rural.people that they

may simply boycott them.

The rural culture is generally characterized-as

provinqial, ai orientaticip 'which can.Profoundly affect

the success of service interventions: Regional ethnic

concentrations can also influence the types of service

problems that must be addressed and the response of the

clieptele to service interventions. Four ethnic sub-

populations have been identified as major factors in

particular rural regions: Ozark arid '4palachian 'whites,

Southern Blacks, and, in the rural West, Mexican Americans

and^American Indians. Among these ethnic cultures, folk

medicine Is common, and sickness may be viewed more

faalistically (FOrd, 1978).- The culturally-defined

significance of disability, illness, and disease in

these subcultures must be understood in order for ser-

vice intervention to be effective (Cook,.1969):

NEEDS OF RURAL DISABLED PERSONS

Althougt the.available data suggest that the rural

disabled have critiCal econdmic, health, employment,

and education needs that are not being adequately met,

.
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little information is available About the tangible

consequences of the current status of the rural dis-

abled population. Because of the differences in life-

stylei, culture, and attitudes between the rural and

urban populatiOns, it may not be appropriate to assume

that similar objective or felt needs will arise froM

the same factors in both

Objective vs. Felt Needs. There is evidence that

rural residents do not experience needs in the same

situation that an urban resident would. For example,

in a survey conducted in the state of Minnesota cover-

ing 16 services offered disabled persons, urban dwell-

ers both received more services and indicated a greater

need for services than did rural dwellers. Out of the

16 sepvices, 14 had been provided to a gi.eater per-

centage of the Urban than the rural disabledr but_urban

dwellers indicated a proportionately greater need for

services in 15 of the 16 categories (Liu,).p78).

Similarly, a study which compared the needs of the'

elderly in Chicago with those in a five-county rural

area of southern Illinois foUnd that the rural elderlY

consisteptly indicated greater satisfaction with their,

current living status than did the urban elderly,

even though the objective needi in the ruial-area

25



were far greater. The rural respondents had fewer'

19, .

financial resources (savings, iivestments, and assis-

tance from relatives), yet only'9% indicated that their

incomes were inadequate. in contrast, 53% of the urban

respondents said that they had to do.without clothing'

and other necessary iteMs; 26% taid that they did not .

have enough money to meet their basic fteeds;-and 28%

'felt that they'did not have enough tor an'adequate

diet. Only 10% of the rural elderly were dissatis-

fied because of neighborhood'crime, and another

14% because of substandard dwellings. The starkest

contrast was in the difference of Overall needs: 85%

of the rural elderly, state&they needed nothing,.while"

45% _of the urban elderly indicated a need for, more

money, and over 15% indicated heeds for better health,
A

more police protection, more legislation for the aged,

better transportation and better nutrition.- Ihese

figures were particularly startling in light of the

fact that objective measures indicated that these rural

,elderly were older, more isolated,

tion available, had.lower incomes,

quality housing than their Chiago
7

(Auerbach, 1976).

had less transporta-.

and lived in poorer

counterparts

_
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Needs Assessment. Before rehabilitation service's

ectl*be effectively provided to diSabled individuals
%el., % . . - . . .

living in rural areas, the 'precise nature of.their

needs must be und&stood. A major .problem in rural'
,

rehabilitation isghe_la'ok of empirical data on the .

characteristics and prOblems of rural dipabled,persons.
%

,

This Jack-of understanding has limited the effective=

ness !pd feasibility of service.intervention. The
, .

simple extension of urban-originated interventions has

, not always proved effectiveln altural environment
%

ordan 1966; Kentucky Bureau of Rehabilitation'4er-
-,,,,

vices, 1969; Myers-, 1974). Urban services may not be

appropriate torural needs, may not be provided4n

manner consistent with kural,lifestyjes.and attitudes

or, If effective, may not be financially feasible in

..

, a rural situatj.on. The firSt step in adequate rural
. .

,

rehabilitation, then, is citfrobtain hard information
_ .

about the Current status of rural disabled individuSls:

their state of health, vocational goals,Rersorial

characteristics,-awareness of and access'to services,

and their cl..Irrept problems with daily living'and.
I ,

vocational a tivities:
k/

t

A
4
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In recent years, the effectiveness of a behavioral

approach to assessment has been Tecognized (Ckaighead,
.

,

Kazdin, & Mahoney, 1976). In contrast to the tridition41

view of overt behaviorsas manifestations of an under1y0g

trait, the behayioral orientation focuses directly on.the

behaviors. The technique has been described (Goldfried

4 & Sprafkin 1974) .interms of an A-P-C format in whiCh

the problem behavior's (P) are identified. Then, bedause

behavior is a function of situational mintingencies, both

behavioral antecedents (A) and consequences'(C) are also

etermined. The antecedents make up the contAt in which

the behaviors are obserzed and the' consequences define

new situational dontingencies created by the behaviors.

A major utility of the technique is in the se-quencing and',
-

correlating of behavioral events and situations. However,

because of the wide range and potential complexity of

these events, assessment must be as broad and exhaustive

as possible. Cataloguing,quantifying, and organizing
./

'the resulting large data base requires much time and care.

. The present study used the APC technique tp survey

the disabled populations'of four rural,counties.., Although

target counties were selecte4 on ,the basis a.their ethnic

concentrations, the scdpe of the survey included the

4a.
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general dksabled population. -The priMary purpose of the

survey was to obtain pilot data on the specific, needs

and,status of the rural disabled. In.addition, the study

provided an opportunity to examine thefeasibility of

conducting this type of assessment on a broader scale,

and a chance to explore methods of analyzing and inter---

preting the results of a behavioral needs assessment.

METHODOLOGY

,

Target Counties. All four counties Were charac-

terized,by sparse population density and agriculturalfT

based'economies. In each county, the county, se'at was

the largest town, with a population.of

people. Fewer than 40% of the.county residents lived

within the boundaries of .any of the three.or four small

towns. Economies were based primarily Upon crops, live-
; I

Stock, Or timber, and were determined by the soil

climate, and geography of each county. Each County had

a high concentration of a particular rural ethnic group:

Mexican Americans in Bailey (Texas), American Indiani'

in Adair (Oklahoma), Blacks in LincOln (Arkansas), and

Ozark whites in Searcy (Arkansas),

Although two of the counties had hospitals,

these were small facilities offering only general care.

29
1.
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Residents of all four counties had to irava 30-70

miles for.any specialized medical treatMent. Although

. some types of specialized medical consultation, reha-

bili-eaticin, and mental health services were accessible

through a representative who visited the county once

.or twice a week, the focus of these visits was primarilY

evaluative and generally reSulted in referral to treat-

-ment centers outside the county. Appendix A contains

summary aescriptive statistics for each of the four

counties. 1.

Adair County lies in the Ozaalfoothi ls of eastern

Oklahoma. Its climate and rainfall are moderate.

Agricultural production is diverse, indluding berries,

orchards, and,a variety of.vegetable produce. In addi-
,

tion, OkLihoma's largest (500+ employees).food process-7
, -

ing and,freezing plant is located in'Adir County. The

largest town is,the pounty.seat, with a.populaiion of

some 2,500 peoplp. Health care,tesources include a

50-bed hospital, a 90-bed nur4ing-hopie,'five physicians,

two dentj.stst an osteoliath, optometrist, chiropractor, A
s .

and two ambulance services. Other resources-cinclude
"

three publid schOols (elementary, junior, seniOr:high),:

thp Indian Capital- Area Vo-Tech school, public library.,

city airport and selieral low-incdme and elderly
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housing! projects. The nearest urban areas, are Tulsa

(94 miles)-and Foirt Smith, Arkansas (56 miles).

In the 1980 Census, one-third of the population

of Adair County.identified themselves as American

Indian. Some one-fourth of theselare 'tribal' or.'

'cultural' Cherokee who maintain the Cherokee language,

institutions, and values. Many of the tribal Cherokee

live in small, isolated rural communities where most

people are releated and-Community resources are.pooled

fot survival. Because these communities are not self-

e sufficient, Cherokee residents often travel to neigh-
. .

boring cities and towns to work at menialjobs fot low

wages. A substantial proportion.of the tribal;com-

munity income is from welfare (Hoffman, 1980).':

Dailey County is located in the Northwest Texas

High Plaina in the area commonly known as' the.7exas

'.Panhandle'. The climate is semi-arid and windy,

with variable rainfall and-temperatures. The piint-

cipal economic activity is agriculture, equally

divided between livestock and crop's. Industrysin;-

cludes corn processin4, grain elevators; and vegetable

p oduce distribution. er capita income in ''1979 was

/F
8,355, the highest of t e four counties guryeyed. ,

Over 30% of the alowly declining populatiog.are
,

.31
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\
Mexican American. The only incorporated city is

Muleshoe, the county seat. It has a small hospital, -

,

nursing tiome, four public schools,(two elementary,

one junior and one senior high), two theatres, twol

city parks, a pubaic.swimming pool, golf course,

exhibition cente,' and coliseum. The clos st urban

centers are Lubbock (71 miles) and Amarill miles).

Lincoln County lies in the gulf coastal plains of

'southeastorn Arkansas. The primary agricultural and .

-industrial-activity is cotton. One-half.of the

county's total acreage is used for cotton cultivation;
- .

another third is forested. Blacks accciunt for one-

third of the population and'serve as a primary labor

force in the cotton industry. Black digtation was a

major factor in the 1960s population decline. With

some 2,000 residentst the county' seat,is the'largest

o'f several small townsu The county haiothree small

libraries, one weekly newspaper, two physicians, six

registered,nurses, a 60-bed nursing home, two small

medidal clinics And a county.fairground. cSome 40% of'

the housing is substandard, and one-half-of these units

are occupied by the elderly. In-.1970, the eStimated,-

disability rate among work-age (16-64 yeari),adults -

WAS 19%. 'The closest urban centers are ;:!ine Bluff
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(30 miles) and Little Rock (70.miles).

-Searcy County lies in the Ozark Mountain region

of north.central Arkansas. Three-foUrths of th and

is fotested, and the major industry is 4mber. The

temainAg land is agricultbral; the primary crop is

corn. Theyopulation decline-of the'19Ws was re-
- .

versed in the past decade. Virtually 100% of the

county population ib white. The county seat is the

largest of three small towns and has a population of

less than 1,500residents.. County resources include

one library, one'nursing home, four school districts,

and a community center. Half ofthe housing in Searcy

County is substandard. Some 60% of the residents of

this substandard housing are elderly. In .1970the.

disability rate among work-age adulis (1644) was

23%. The,cloS'est urban centers are Little.Rock (80- .

miles) and Springfield, Missouri (99 miles).

Respondents. A total of 456 respOndents was inter-
_

viewdd in four counties: Adair - fg61=Bailey - 101,

Lincoln - 126, and Searcy, 103. Potential respondents

weke identified througn personal contacts of local

resident interviewers. In'the three counties havang

a large minority population, an effOrtwas iade to
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.

maintain a 2:1 ratio between disabled minority and

disabled white respondents. Within each ethnic group,

subjects were more.or less equanar diitributed across

5 age groups and sex types "(Table 1).? Although 400 or more
rpq

Table 1
--;

Number of Respondents Interviewed' by County, Pace, Sex an

I.

Male

ADAIR

White

BAILEY LINCOLN SEARCY

White hmInd MexAM White Black _White-

0-15 4 7 5 6 5 6 8 .

16-31 ? 10 3 9 '2 7 11
32-47 5 7 0 4 4 5 10
48-64 8, 6 - 3 7 8 5 12
65+ 4 9 7 7 5 - 9 11

A

Female

0-15 3 9
.

3 7 4 7 10
16-31 4 10 4 4 7 ,10

_
32-47 7 ., 8 4 7 3 9 11
48-64 4 6 5 9 3 .7 12
65+ . ,5 6 5 2 6

namesof disabled individuals were Initially obtained for

each county, minoi cell ineglAlities resulted from several

factors. Institutionalized persons and duplicate_members

of the same family livin4 group were excluded. The latei

restriction resulted primarily in theexClusioh of the

siblings of minor respondents and the spouses of elderly,.

rqspondents. In additioh, a few pgople refused to grant
-

inteiviews. However, the major problem.was an inability
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to locate peciple whose names had beelprovided: addresses

and telephone numbers were.either incorrect or'out-of-date.
.)

Survey Instrument. Because existing information on

0
the needs of the rural disabled is sparse and sometimes

con- flicting,_an open-ended format was emphasized in

questionnaire design. Open-ended questions-permitted.the

respondents to define problems relevant to 'their situation

in terms meaningful to them. It was felt that a.more

restricted format might reflect a priori conceptions of

*he investigators rather than the felt needs of the

disabled.

The survey instrument covered four basic topiC

(1) needs or problem areas faced by respondents, (2).

rehabilitation services, (3) demographics, and (4) health

status. The primaiy emphasis was on specific needs or

. problems related to the individual's disabling coridition,

which were assessed through aA A-P-C behavioral format

(Goldfried & Sprafkin, 1974). This technique determines

rural

areas:

three critical elements associated with any problem:

the antecedents of the problem (A), the problem behavior (P),

and the consequences of the problem (C). These components
-

.°
were.assessed in terms of specific Contexts,.durations,

intensities, and frequencies. A simple example might

involve a person who was unable to drive (Wbecaus! of
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his or her disability. One consequence (C) might 'be that

he or she would be forced to.rely on family or friends

for transportation to a regular medical appOintment. The

antecedents (A) would include frequency (once a week),

loCale (doctor's office), purpose (medical treatment), etc.

.Interviewers were instructed that specific disabili-

tieS were npt to be included as problems, in the needb

assessment. The remaining issues addressed.by the

questionnaire were covered:in a more restricted format

and reflected a more objective approach to determining--

the respondent's situation. geveral brief questiOnS ad-

dressed theperson's amiliarity, comitact, and satisfac-

tion with rehabilitation servides. Demographic ana

health information were obtained through survey questions

and interviewer observation. A copy of the survey instru-.

ment may be found .in Appendix B.

Interview procedure. Interviews were conducted by

local residents who had previmis experience working, with

minority handicapped individuals. Interviewer training

co ed of ankintensive, one-day session covering

basic interviewing skills and behavioral assessment tech-

-niques.

Whenever possible,, interviews were precededby a

telephone contact in which the pur.pose of the survey was
;

"
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briefly explainediand permission to!interview was ob-

tained. Instrument administration time ranged from 20

to 30 minutes. Interviet4s were usually conducted directly

with the disabled person, but in cases where a direct

interview was prohibited by the disabled person's heal4

or age, the survey was conducted with a primary caretaker.

Sessions were tape-recorded for reliability and quality

control.

RESULTS

Health. Survey respondents reported that they suf-

fered from an average of,2.2 specific health conditions

(Table 2). The most common of these wa.s arthritis (45%);,

followed by heart conditions (29%), kidney ailments (26%),

speech disorders (22%)-, and allergies (21%). The pajor

Table 2

Percent of. Respondents Who Reported Each

of Fourteen Health Conditions, by Age

s.,

Arthritis

0-15 16-31 43-47 418-764 65* S

.07 .16 .39 .15 .86 .45

Aeart Conditions .. ,-
05 .16 .23 .47 .51 .29.

Kidney Ailments .11 .17 .22 .27 .49 .26

Speech Disorders .33 .35 .20 .08 .14 .22

Allergies .24 .22 .18 .19 .25 .21

Blood Diseases .05 .06 .13 .16 .37 .16

Respiratory .97 *.06 .18 .18 .26, .15

Diabetes .00 .07 .07 --.21 .27 .14

strokt .01 .03 .06 .16 ..27 ..11

Epilepsy
.

.12 .16 .01 .04 .01 .08

Cancer .00 .00 .02 .08 .16 .06

Polio .04 . .03 .11 .02 , '.01 .04

Cerebral Palsy .01 .97 .00 .02 ,00 .02

Cystic Fibrosis -01 ..00 .90 .00 .00 .00 thl

37

.
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factor influencing both.type and number of health condi-

tions was age. The mean number of conditions reported

per person rose steadily from 1.1., for persons 0-15 years

of age, to 3.5 for those^65 years of age and over. Thes9

figures primarily reflect a strong increase in the' inci-

tnce of arthritis(7%-80%), heart conditions (5%-51%),_

and kidney ailments (l1%-49%). In contrast, the inci-,

dence of speech disorders declined somewhat with age

(33.%-14%), while allergies affected about 20% of the re-

spondents in each age group. Females,reported a slightly

higher incidence of heart conditions (32%.vs. 26%) and

.kidney ailMents (30% vs. 22%) than did males, and whites

were more likely to'suffer from allergies than were other

ethnic groups (28% vs. 15%). However, this latter dif-

ference was due ilarge part, to an unsually high

number of allergy sufferers among Adair County Whites

(44%) and a very low number among Bailey County Mexican

Americans (.6%).

In addition, the average respondent reportedly suf.-.

fered from 1.7 general health problems, With Visual and emo-

tional problems accounting. for over,half of all'those

reported (Table 3). As with specific healthiconditions,

age was a prime 'deterriinant of the type of general health,

; _
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Table 3

Percent of Respbndents Reporting Each

of Eight Health-Problems, by Age'

32

0-15 16-31 32-47 48-64 65-1-'

Vision .26 .31 _ .48 .59 ..75 .48

Emotional .54 .52 .40 .28 .36 .41

Limb Impairmglt. .21 .25, .35 .32 .38 .30

Hearing .20 .15 .20 .22 .49 .25

Mental Retardation .35 .43 .22 . .04 , 40 .21

Limb Loss .00 .01 .04 .05 .09 .03

Alcohol 1 .00 .02 ..05 .02 .03, .02

Drugs .01 .02 .00 .00 .,01 .01

problem reported. With age-, there was a steady rise in

the incidence of visual problems (26%-75%) and limb im-

pairment (21%-38%). Hearing problems afflicted some 20%

of all age groups except those over 65 years of age, for
0

whom the rate was dramatically higher (49%). On the

other hand, mental rotargation and emotional disturbances

were reported proportionately more often by younger

respondents. Some 40% of those under 31 years of age

were reported to be mentally retarded, compared to only

5% of ihose over 48 years old. Over half'of the.respon-

d

dents under 31 indicated that they suffered from emotional

difficulties. This rate declined wAh age, except for a::

moderate upAn among the elderly (36%). Females re-

ported somewhat higher rates of visual probleMs and mental

retardation (50.%, and 24%, respectively) than did males
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(45%'and 19%). Ethnic backgrOund had little imPaCt on
T .

the type of probleM repotted, except that white females

indicated a somewhat higher rate of limb impairment (38%)

than did other groups (27%).

The reported ust of-assistive devices was low.

Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,_dfid canes accounted for

two-thirds of all of the devicqs reported. tAssiative

devices were-used by fewer than 20% of the respondentS',

with some respondents Using more than one aid. Braces

and hearing aids were each reportedly used by another 3%

of the sample. Only 1% reported the use of a prosthesis,

and none repOrted having,a seeing eye dog. Such low

usage rates made it impossible to draw inferences about

differences between sample groups.

Economic Status. Only 12% of the disabled petsons,

su veyed were currently employed full-time (-Table 4).

.Another 8% had part-time employment. Almott half of th

sample Said that they were too disabled to work; while

another 9% indicated that, althcSugh able to work,;they

were currently unemployed. One-fifth of the working

age adults in the sample were not.a part of the potential

work force:._12% were homemakers, 8% were stUdents, and



Table 4
-

Pexcent of Workage Respondents at.One
of Teh Current Employment Statusei, 'by Cpunty,ytace, and Sex,

,Meles

White

Adair Lincoln

\

Searcy
,

WhiteAmInd , White Memmi 'E White Bieck Z

Full-Time .14 .06 .10 .17-* .35 .-). .31 .29. .66 .16 .,9QPart-Time .14, ...-.11 .12 .17 .20 .19 .07 .06 .06 .1iUnemployed' .00 $17 .08 .17 .05 .08 1.07 ,12 .10 , .12Homemaker .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 -00, .00 ..00''Student ..05 .06 .05 .00 .05 .04 .00 .18 .10 .03Student/Pt. Time .00 .60 .00 .17 .05 .08 .00 .06 .0i .00'Retired . .05 .00a .02 ,00 .00 .00 . .00 .00 .00 ,0,3Too Disabled .59 .56 .58 .17 .30 .27 .50 .47' .48' .67Ret./Too Dis. .00 .00 .00 .17 .0.0____.04______-00,- ....06. -_,03- , -.00Othet--- .05 .,00 .02 .00 .oa .00 .07 .00 ,03 -.00

Females
4

*
,Full-Time .07 ,.08 .08. .23 ':25 .24-, .15 .04 .08, .01Part-Time .13 : .00 .05 .08 .00.'' .03 .90 , . ,07 .05' . .00Unemployed % .07 .08 .08 .00 ,.05'. .03 .08 .04' :05 .21

Homemaket .00 .29 .18 .08 .55. .36. .27 .11 ',..15,.211'Student .07 .08 .08 .15 .05 .09 .08 al. 10 .12
'Student/Pt. Time .00 .00 ,00 .08 "00 43. 00 .00 .00 ,00Retired - .00 .00' .00 .00 .00, .00 -.00 - ,00 ,00Too Disabled .60 .42 ,49 .38 .05 08 .46 .56 .52 .36Ret./Too pis. .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 :00 -00 ,..00,' .00 .00,Other -r .00 .04 .03' .00 .05 . .03 :ao_ .AaIR .ao .63

441 .. 'I

White 9ther

.11 .16-

.12 .13

.08 A.I.

oo .00 AN),
.03. ,.09

.01 04

.03 -- .

.57. -.44'

.. ,

.03 .00
1..-
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1% were retire
ta

. Males had a slightly. higher r:ate of

full-time emeldyment. (13%)-than did females (10%) and,

minorities a slightly higher rite (13%) than whitei (10%).

However, both of these.figures reflect pridarily a high

employment rate among Mexican American males (35%) and

females (25%). Black aid American Indian malesrelborted

very low rates (both WI as did thpir female counter-
,

parts (4% and 8%, respectively). A final result of

interest is thatrwhite females who were not working were

more likely. to &Scribe themselves as unemployed than

weie minority females (12% vs. 5%), who were more likely

-to see themselves as'homemakers (30% vs. 16%).

Consistent with employment rates, only 21% of the

respondents indicated that they had worked the previous

12,months for pay,. while 69% had not i4orked at all

(Table 5). Another' 13% indicated.that they:had worked'

for less than 12 full months. More females indicated

that they had not worked at all than did males (76% vS.

62%), while minority males.reported a Itigh incidence of

part-year employment (26%). This result was mediated

primarily by Mexican Ameripin' respondents (40%), while

Black and American Indian males reported emi,loyment iates

which were poorer than those of white males

48
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: Table 5'

Percentcof Respondents who had Worked 0, 1-6, 7-11, or 12 Months
during the Previous Year, by County, Race, and Sex

Adair

White Am Ind:

Males

Bailey tincola Searcy : Total
. .

White Meiam E White Black 2 White' White Other, , E

O .73 .72 .72 .33 .25 . .27 .57 .76 .68 .70 :65-. 56 '0:61-
1-6 , 01 .06 .05 .17 . .25 ..23 .07 .06 .6-6" .12 209- -.13 -_ -7,41
7:1 1,,,_ - . 01 .12 .08 .17 .15 .15 .00 , .12 ..06' f001, :t3. "a4 ..0
12 .18 .p6 112 .33 .20 _.:..7..23- .29 -,06 -,.16 -,=.T.-.6-92,-_-: --=-- -.17- , -.11 .15= :.

Bemales ,

--:._

. 0 .67 .79 .74 -.54 ---= . --2..=-J9 _.13.1' -..= .82 - .94- .

_.--.:-___ 1 '''' ECT._:77- ZO_. .4:4_4 .._,__..-.1.41a-_7 . Q8_,---7_ -==." : 69 ,; -:d0-7.-- ----,==.-.01 _ . 65_. :,:;4 ..03
1.-11 -"-----.66t .--our .6-5 :60 -",--- _4,5_ 1_ --L.---44-1 :,-f at- 4,101--, ..7-1:"A5,, : -2,-2. . Oa

---12-- ----7:::-_'_:=.1)-7------ . 08 _ _ .08 -:1777-1': 05

- :+'

Total

.10 .#-"
'700 47"
; ,

. 09 :06 .08'

--.,. --
O .70' .76 .73 .47 .38 .41 . = -=- ---=-40-.6-.7---' ---:=11-.,:'0 -: - - 42 . 65
1-6 . 11 . 05 __.08 .11 .18 . .15 ,..-,..04:-..!,_.;,,-;47 -, . --.5-06 = .06 . 08 .10_ :.08
7- 11 . 03 .10 .06 . .05 ..15 .12 .67 .05-

-
tO4 .00

-.7,--

.03 .10 '. ps
,12- .14. .07 , .10 .37 -7- . 12 . 20 .15 .05 ' .08- .06 .11,t ..06,' , Al_

16.
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Almost 60% of the respondents reported a total

family incoie of less than $6,000; and :25%-reported a

family income of less than $3,000. Only 5%*repcirted an

income of over $15,000. Comparieons between some groups

are difficult because of cell size inequalities and a

strong reluctance by residents of Bailey County to re,-

veal their incame levels (34% not reporting, Compared

to 1%, 6%, and 2% in Adair, Lincoln, and Searcy). How-

ever, for both Black And American Indian respondents,
,

total incomes were higher for the familiei Of disabled

males than for those of disabled females. For whites,

family, incomes of disabled _males showed a bimodal dif-

fence when.campared to those of disabled fet'ales: pro--

portionately more male familyJ.ncomes were at both the

higher and lower ends of the scale.. Age was-also a

factor in faMily income (Table 6). Families of disabled

elderly persons were much more like4etel have incomes

of less than $6,000 (77%), while families.of disabled
=e

youths were much less likely to fall in that biacket (.14%)%

The' most commonly,reported sources ,of incOme were- ,

Supplemental Security (SSI 33%), family support (3a%);

and fdad stamps (29%)-. A.relatiVely high percent of

Mexiban American respondents reported perSdnal 127%)

and family, support (45%), while American ,Indian and

-.



Bercent44 Respondents 4poriing Total .

,Family Incomes oi Less.than $6,000, Race, $e7x, 4.11d'Age,

-

. -

Adair

White
1

4

M

Other
.

TOtal -

P. Z P ,Z` M F" E

.00 .00 .00. .45
?

,44 .44 .27'..11 .30

Bailey .00 .33. .12 ... .13 .00 .15 .18 40, .14

0715 Lindoln :26 .06 .11 .83
1

.71 .77 .55. .0 .50
'AO

Searcy .38 .50 .40 --,- 7-- --- .18 .44

Total
..

.17 .35
4
.26 .53 .39 .45- .34 .35 .32

Adair .67 .25 .54 .20 .90 .67 .50 .71 .61

Bailey .33 .50 .43 .56. .50., .54 .50 ,.50 .50

16-31 Lincoln .00 .29 .22 .41 1400 ..78- .33 '.72 :59

Searcy .64 .40 .52 ....... --_ i......-
. .65 .40 .52

Total .56 .36 .46 .43 .88, .67 .50 -.62 .56

Adair 1.00 .43 .67 .43. .38 .40 .67 .40 .52

Bailey -_- .50 .50 .25 .00 .09 .25 -18 .20

32-47 Lincoln .25 433- .29 .40 .78 .64 .33 .67, .52

Searcy .80 .64 .71 .80 .64 .71

Total .74 .52 .61 .38 '..42 .40 .57 .47 ..51

.

_

Adair .75 1,00, .83 .50 ,83' .61- %.64 ;90 .75

Bailey .00 .00 .00 .14 .33 .25 .10-4.21 .17

48-64 Linoaln .62 .33 .55 .60 .86 .75. ".62 i16. .4'5

-
Searcy .83 .92' .88 --- ,-- '.83 :92 .88

Total .. ,1.68 .67 .67 ,39 .64 .52 .57 .65 .61

Adair '1.00'1.00 1.00 ,78 .83 -.80' .85. '.91.-.88

Bailey' .29 .80 .50 .29 .50 .33 .29 .71 :43

65+ Lincoln .40 .67. .55 .89 1.00 ,95 .71 .89 '.83

Searcy. '.91 1.00 .95 0--- --- --- .91 1.00 .95

Total
1.

.67 .88 .7.6 .68 790 .78 .67 '289 .77

Adair .70 .61 .66 .50 .67 .59 .59 .,65 .62

Bailey .17 .43 .31 .33 .21 .27 .27 .30 .29 .

All Ages I",incoln .38 .35 .36 .66 .89 .80 .54 .71 :63

Searcy .73 .69 .71 --- .73 .69 .71

Total .57 .56- .57. .49 .64 .57 .54 .60 '.57
..,..,,

,

s

.
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Table 7

Percent of.Respondents Reporting
Each of Eight-Different Sourcea of Income, by County and Race

Adair

White AmInd- Z

Bailey. Linooln Searcy Total

White MexAm E ' White Black Z 4hite White Other ,

.23 .17' .20-
-(15) (.0:-.2) (.13)-.

Personal Income .30 .12 .20 .28 .27 .28 .15 .14 .14 .21
(.19). (.07) (.12) (.15) (.24) '(.21) (.09) (.06) (.07) (.16)

Family .25. .30 .28 .67 .45 .53 .40 ;18 .26
'(;25) (.23) (.24) (.49) (.35) -(.41) (tjg), (.15)., (.21).

Saidngs .00 .38 .03 .17 .11 .03 .06 t.PV
(.00). (00) (.00) (.08) (.00) (.03). (.09) (.00) (.03Y (.01) .

. .

SSI .23 .44 . .35 .31 .18 .13 .38 .29 .48
(.13) (.38) (.28) (.13) (.11) (.12) (.02) (.13) (.09) (.25)

SS Disability 1. .08 .12 .15 .16 .16 .43 .22 .29 . : .28

-

(.13) (46) (.09) (.00)-(.13)

. .

(.08) (.21) (.20) (.21) (.26)

SS Old Age .06 .11 :09; .26 -.02' .11 .21 .33 .29 .17
04) (.08): 4t06) -(.05). (.02) (.03) (.15) (.29) (40) (.14)

Food Stews .09 .34. : .24- -.05 .18 ..23 .68 .52 :18
(-.00) (.00) (.00) -(:00) (.03) (.02) (.02) (.08) (.06) (.02)

Other 'Welfare .i9 .41. .32. .15 .10

'(OO)

.12 .04 . .19 .14 .06
(.11) (.14) (.13) (.02) (.01) (.01) (AO (.07) (.03 )

.29

.1.4241)

.1-0 :00-

(.03) OW (.44).

;15 .44 ,

(.01). (.04) (.02)
.

.1(5 . A4: 16

04) (:08) (07).

y-

"1Figures in parentheses indicate lthe percent of respondents reporting that Sorce as their' main
Source of income.
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Black respondents were more likely to receive SSI (44^

and 38%). In addition, a large.proportioil'of American

'Indian respondents depended on other fortis of,public

assistance (41%), and blacks on food"stamps (68%),

Sources of income for whites varied wide**. (Table,7).

whon asked which of these sources.of income was

their primary one, respondents indicated that they

depended on family (23%),"SSI (18%) dr Social Seddiity

Disability (16%) for the major pirt-of their supportr,

Again, many Mexican American-respondents reported per-

sonal (24%) and family (35%) support as their primary

income, while American Indians received the majority

of their support from SSI benefits (38%). For Black

respondents, Social Security Old-Age benefits ranked

high (29%) Food stamps, which Were common as a general

source of income, were seldom rgported as a main sdurce

of.support (2%).

Females reported a *ider range of incre sources

,than did males. In particular4 minority females were

rore likely to receive SgI 41 v's. 26%) and fdod stamps

(50 vs. 38%) than were their male cOunterpartg. White

females were more likely to receive Social Security Old

Age benefits than were, white males (22 vs. 11 %).

50
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Although age was also an important factor in-..sources'
f

of income, the effectd. were largely Intuitive: children

were more likely tobe supported by *their families,

adults by their own-income, and the elderly by certai4

Social Security benefits for the aged and widowed.

Rehabilitation Serviced. Only 60%-of the working

age (16-64 years) respondents indicated that they were

familiar with the Division'of Vocational Rehabilitation

(DVR) (Table 8).. Minorities were less likely to be

familiar with the DVR than were whites (56% vs. 66%).
.

This was dramatically true in Bailey County, where only

32% of the Mexican American respondents were familia.r

witti DVR, compared to 79% of tile white respondents. In

additioft, the females in-the survey were somewhat less

likely to be familiar with DVR or any other agency.

The application^rate (Table 9) was somewhat higher among

whites than minorities (20% vs. 14%). Again, this
,

tendency was greatest in Bailey County, where less than

5% of the Mexidan Americans interviewed had applied for

servicesecompared to over 30% of the whites surVeyed.

Application rate,declined from 22% for 16-31 year-olds

.to 22% for those between 48 and 64 years of age. ,



Table 13 :

Percent of Work Age Respohdefits Familiar'
with DRS, hy-Race, Sex, and Age

.42

16-31

White ./

M

. .0ther

t. M

'Total

F

. .

Adair .66 .50 .62 ..40 .40 .40 .57 .43 '.50

Bailey 1.00 1.00 1.00 .33 ,25 ;31 .50 .62 .55

Lincoln 1.00 .71 .78 .43 64 .56 .56- ,.67

Searcy .55 .70 .62 -- -- -- .55 70 .62

Total .68 .32 70 .38 .48, . :43 .54 .60 .57

i32-,-47

Adair 1,00 -.86_ .92 .71 ..75 .73 .83 .80 .81

Bailey -- .75 .75 .50 .29 -36 ..50. .45, .47

Lincoln .75 .00 .43 1.00 :56 .71 .69 .42 .62

Searcy .60 .64 .62 -- 4-- . -- .60 .64 %.62
.

Total
,

.74 .64 .68 75) .54

..

..62 .74
,

.59

48-64-

Adair, .50 .50 .50 1.00 .50 .75 .71 .50 .62

Bailey .66 .60 .62 .29 .33 .31- .40 .43 .42

Lincoln .88
,

.66 .82 .20 .43 .33 .62 .50

S cy
,

.58 .58 .58 . -- -- .58 .58 -.58

Total .65 .58 .62 .50 ..41 .45 .59 .50 .55

All Ages .

:
-- .

Adair .68 .66 .68 .72 .54 .62 .70 .59'- .65 - -

Bailey .83 .77 .79 .35 .30 .32 .46 .48 :47

Lincoln ,86 .54 .70 .53 .56 .55 .68 - .55 -.61

Searcy :58 .64 :61 -- -- .58 .64 ..61

Total .68 .65 .66 .53 .49 .50._ .62 .57 :59

52
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Table 9

.Percent. of Work Age Respondents Who had Applied
for Rehabilitation Services, by *Race,. Sex,,and Age

43

,

16-31
Adair
Bailey,

Lincoln
Searcy
Total

3.2-47

Addir
Bailey
Lincoln
Searcy
Total

48-64
Adair
Bailey

- Lincoln
Searcy
Total

..All Ages
Adair.
Bailey
Lincoln
Searcy
Total

White Other Total

.22

.67

, .50

.18

.28

.40

--

.00

.20

.21

.

.00

.33

.25

.25

.19

.18

.50

'.2I

.21

.23

,

.5Q

.25

.14.

.10

.20

.29

.50

.00

.09

.20

.
.

.25

.00

.00

.17

.13

.36

.23

.08

:12

.18

.31

'.43

.22

-.14-
.24'

..33

.S0

.00

.14

.20

.08

.12

:18

.21

.17

= -

.25

.32

.15

.17

.20 .

.20

.11

.14
.....

.14

.00

.00

.80

.25

.17

.00

.00
__

.06

.11

,05

.29
--

.15

.10

.25

.36
--

.24

.12

.00

.33

.12

.00

.00

.14
.:...

.04

.08

.05

.26

.14

.13

,
.15

.28
--

.20

.07

.00

.43

--
.23

.08

-.00

.08
-..

.05

.10

.05

.27
--

.14

.21

.25

.22,

.18 ,

.22

:17
.00

.44

.20

.23

.07

.10

.15 .

.25

'.14

.15

.15

.26

:21,

.19

.

',.16

.21

.25-

.28

.11

.22

.20

.18
.

.17

.09

.16

.11,

.00

.10

:17

.09

:18
.12

.20

.12

.21

.25

, :Z6

.14

.22,

.19

.13

.29'

.14

.19

.08

.04

:13

.21

.12.

.16

.14

.23'

.17

.17

, .
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Of thoie' who made aiplication, over 90% rece4,Ved,

some--type of seivice (Table 10). This rate of service
f.

provision appeared more or less consistent across grOulbs,

with the possible exception of a lower rate,for whtte

males, (82%). Of the successful, applicants, 38%-reeived-
1

Table 10
,

. ..,-.

Perdent of Rehabilitation Service Applicants Receiving
Medical, Vocational, Both, or Other SerVides, by County and Age

16-31

Adair Bailey Lincoln Searcy, E 0

,

. .

,-.

Med .17 .40 .00 .67 .23

voa .33 .20 . .43 - .33 .33

Both .00 .00' .14 .00 .05

Other .50 .2 0 .14 .00 .23

E 1.00 ,80 .11 1.0G 84

32r47 -
Med .20 .50 .50 .00 .33

Voc .40 .00 .12 .67 .17

Both .00 .00 .12 .00 .17

Other .20 .50 .12 .3.1.. . .22

E .80 1.00 .86 1.00. *89-
,

48-64
Mad 1.00 '.00 1.00 .60 .617

Voc .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Both .00 .00 .00 .20 .11

Other e....00 1.00 - .00 .20 .'12

E /1.00 1.00 1-00 LOCK 1.00

All Ages ..,

Med .31 .38 .38 .45 .38_

Voc .15 .12 .25 .27
. -.21

Both .08 .12 .12 .09 .10,

Other .38 .25 .12 .18 .23

E , .92 .87 .87 .99 .92

1Because all applicants did not receive services, all columns
'do not sum to 1:00.



medical serv\i-eee-r-21% received irocational services, and

10% received both types of* assistance.,Over 20% received

_other miscellaneoueservices. ,

Besponaents from Adair COunty were more liketr td

receive additional types of Oeivices(38%) than were

those from Bailey Lincoln, or Searcy Counties (25%,

12%, and 18%, respectively).
Bailey'County had. the.

Lowest rate of vocatIonal service provision WO. The'

age of the applicant dr4matica11y influenced the type

of service received: Young working. age.adults, (16-31 -

, years) were equally likely to receive vocational (33%)

than medical (23%) services. However, the applicants

between 32 and 47 years of-age were more likely to

receive medical (331) than vocational (17%) sexvicps,

and over 65%.of those over 48 years of age received only '

medical assistance.
. .

Respond4nts were generally pleased with the sex.-
s .

vices they received (Table 11). Over 60% indicated that

they wex:e satistied with the aisistance provide4, while
,

only.23% indicated that they were dissAtisfied. Bespon-.

-dents from Adair county indicated4the, highest rate,

of satisfaction, while,thOse in, Bailey County-Were,
,

the least satisfi:ed (75% ancl 50%, respectiveiy. Fe-

males were more pleased with the- services than malei

s
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(57% vs. 41%) , and minorities more-than white respondents
-

(56% ys. 44%).
.

Table 11

'Percent of Rehabilitation Service Recipients Who

Indicated Satisfaction or Dissatisfaciion with
the Services They Received, by-Race and Sex

Satisfied

White Other

Z

Total

.,

F E H F M F .

Adair 1.00 .80 .87 .50 .50 .50 .80 . .71 .15

Barley .00 -:67 AO.-- .00--1:00-- .67 . .00---8G :50-

Lincoln .50 1.00 - .67 .60 '- .67 .64 . .57 .71 .64

Searcy .72 .50 .64 --- _-_ --- .72 ...SO .64 .

-E .65 .69 .67 .50 .70 ..61 .59 .70 .65

Neither .

...,

Adair .00 -. :20 .13 .§o .00 .25 .20 .14 .17

Bailey ,.0.0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00. .00 .00 :00

Lincoln =.00 .00 .00 .40 .17 .27 .28 4-14 01
Searcy .00 .25 .09 _-_ _-- .00 .25 , .09

E .00 .15 .07 .30 .10 .22 .14 .13 , '.13

I .

f Dissatisfied
Adair .00

.

.po .00 ...00 .50 .25 .00 .14 .08

Bailey 1.00 .33 .60 1.00 .00 . .33 1.o0 .20 .50

Lincoln .50 .00 .19 .00 .17 ' .69 .14 .14 .14

Searcy *.28 .25 .27 --- 7-- --7 ..28 .25. .27

.E .36 .16 .26 .12 .20 .17 :27 ./7 .23
.

. . 4

i% .:". .

Of those that had never applied for rehabilitation

services, .over 60% indicated an interest in receiving

assistance (Table 12): This interest'was greater among
-

minorities-than whites (68%,vs. 57%), and decteased across

the three age groups included in this portion of the

survey (16-31: 70%, 32-47: 61%, and 48-64: 55%).

. 56 V
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Table22

Percent of.Non-applicantA Wbo ExprOseed an
Th,terest in-Rehabilitation Services, by Race; Sex, and .A:ge

16-31
Adair.

Bailey
Lincoln
Searcy
Total

F

.57

1.00
1.00
.67

.67

1.00
.67

.33

.67

.60

.67

.75

.43

.67

.63

.67

.88

1.00

.88

.50

1.00

.71-

.69

,56

.91

.85
--

.79

.60'

.89

1.00
.67
.77

,

.62

.83.

.54

.67

.64

.61

.87

'70:
.67

.61

32-47

Adair .67 .1.00 .88 .29 .33 .31 .40 .57 .50
Bailey _ 1.00 1.00 1.00 .83 , .po-- 1.00 .88 .92
Lincoln
Sedicy

.67

.57
.33

..70

.50

.65
1.60

,.

_--

.43
--

.50,- .75

.57
.40

.70

.50

.65
Total - . .62 .75 .70 :58 .50 .53 .60 '.62. .61

,

'48-64
Adair .88 1:00 .90 .60 .57 , .58' .77' .67 .73,-
Biiley :00 .20 .14 .86 1.00 .94 . .67 .71 .70
Lincoln .33 .33 .33 .60 :40 . .40 - .45 .38 '.42.

-Searcy .33 .30 .32 - - - .33 .30 ..32
Total .48 .35. .42 .71 .71 '.71. .57 .54 .55

All Ages
Adair

_
.72 '1.00 .81 -47 .45 .46 .61 .61 .61

Bailey .33 .50 .46 '.89 , .94 .92 .82 .79 86
Lincoln .50 .33 -41 .83 .53 .65 .68 .45 r.55Searcy .52. .55 .54 -- , .52 .55 ..54
Total .57 .57 .57 ..80 ..63 .68. .65 .60, ;62...

Overall figures.suggest a stronger interest in:services

among males than among fethalesf, but this is_mitigated' entirely

by'the strong.intereit in assiStance expressed by minority.

males (80%).
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Miscellaneous Demographics. Survey fespondents over

15 years of age had cCmpleted.an average of 8.3 years of

formal education (Table 13), Only ,15% lied completed-high

school; only 6% had some college-level trainii4. The-

average number of years of education declined with age,

from 9.8 yeari for respondents 16-31 yeara of age.to 6.7

Table 13

Mean Number of Years of Education',

White

by County, Race,

16-31 '32-47

and Age-

48-64 65+

Adair 10.2 9.2 8.6 6.7 8.8

, Bailey 11.1 14.0 13.4 10.9 11.9

Lincoln 9.0 10.2 7.2 6.6 8.1

Searcy 10.1 9.0 '7.9 6.7 8.4

Z 10.1 9.6 9.1 7.8 9.0

Other
Adair 9.5 8.3 6:9 6.9 7.R

Bailey 10.8 6.9 , 5.1 3.8 7.3

Lincoln 8.5 7.6 6.3 5.0 6,7

Searcy --- --- --- __-

E 9.5 7.7 6.1 5.5 7,3

Total
Adair 9.9 8.7 7.8 6.8 .8.3

- Bailey 10.9 8.8 8.8 8.8 9.4

Lincoln 8.7 8.2 6.6 5.4 -7.1

Searcy . 10.1 9.6 9.1 78 9.0

E
,

9.8 8.6 7.8 6.7 8.3

Cv years for those 65 and over: Minorities reported

a lower average educational level (7.3 yearS) than

did whites (9.0), with BlaCks.reporting the lowest

58
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(6.7). The greatest disparity between ethnic groups in ,-
a.

the same county was between Bailey County' Mexican Americans

(7.3 years) and whites (11.9). A closer examination of
--_-

the data showed- that the dramatic difference betwedir 'the
_

educational levels of older (49+ years of age) persons

in these two Bailey bounty ethnic populations heavily .,

,
..

...
s.-
-

influenced the overall effects of age anci_e:thni-Oity.-
----

,

Older Mexican Americans had only compketed an average,of,

4.7 years of school, while older Bailey -County
-. - _ ----

had completed 11.9 years. There was little civer-7-rall-_dif------ -------_----------'-=---

ference between the educational levels of males--and fe-
_

males (8.0 vs. 8.5 years), although Adair County American

Indian and Lincolri County white females reported sub-

stantially higher averages (8.6 and 9.1 years, respectively)

than did their male counterparts (7.3 and 7.2).

Not surpsisingly, the most important factor affect-

ing respondents' marital status wad their age (Table 14).

Only 1 of the 75 persons under 16 years of age who

answered this question was married. Those' in the 16-31

years-of-age bracket were also predominantly single (77%).

However, half of the early middle-aged (32-47) 'respondents

were married, and,. of :those between the ageS of 48 and

64, 63% were married and 16% were widowed. Almost half

-of the 65-and-over group -were married, 35% were widowed,

5'9
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and only 7% were still single: Males were much more

likely to be--married than were-femalep (48% vs. 29i).

AcroAs all ages,- only 5 of 54 widowed respondents were

males, Ethnicity was not a major influence overall,

although widowhood was much more characteribtic of

- elderly whites (43%) than of elderly respondents in

the-thte4 other ethnic groups (25-33%).

Table 14

Percent of Respondents Reported as Single, Married
Separated, Divorced, or Widowed; by Sex and Age

0-15

Males S
Single 1.00
-Married --- .00,

--- - Divorced :---- 00
--:-----1::- -Widowed .00

Females
Single .97
Married .03 .

Separated ..00

Divorced .00
Widowed .00

...

50

16-31 32-47 48-64 65t

.76 .40 .14 .12 .46
a..,22 .51 .81 .73 .48

.021e- .00 .02 .02 .0.?..

.00-.-. - .06 .02 .04 .02

.0C- .,03 .00 .08 ..02

.78 .29 .09 .02 .42

.18 .51 .43 .25 '.29

.02 .06 .02 .02 .03

.00 .08 .13 ..02 .05

.02 .06 .33 .68 .22

Finally, the average respondent lived in a house-

hold of 4.0 persons' (Table 15). Household-size decreased

steadily across the five age groups (5.7 - 2.2 persons).

.Among ethnic groupS, Blacks had the'largest number of

persons living in one household (5.1); whites had the

fewest (3.1). The households of young'(<32 years),

,

60
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disabled-Blacks were especially large (7.1 persons).

Disabled male respondents reported household sizes some--

what larger than those Of their female counterparts.

Although fairly consistent, this disparity, overall, was

moderate (4,3 3.8 persons).

Adair
Whi
Ameadan Indian

Bailey'

White
Mexican American

Lincoln
White
Black

Searcy
White

Total
White
Other

--
Table 25

Mean Hougehold Size by
_

County, Race, and Age==

0-15 16-31 32-47

a. 6 - 2.1 --2.1 - 3.2
6.6 4.3 4.3 2.0 4.3

4.5 3.7 2.7 1.9 2.0 2.9
5.1 5.1 5.7 3.4 3.4 4.5

4.6 4.0 3.6 2.1 1.6 -3:0--
7.9 6.6 5.1 2.6 2.9 5.1

5,0 3.9 4.0 2.1 1.5 3.1

4.8 3.8 3.7 2.1 14 3.1
6.5 5.4 4.8 '3.6 ,2.7 .4.6
5.7 4.8 4.1 2.6 2.2 4.0

Needa Assessment. Problems, antecedents', and con-

sequences'were grouped into content categories fOr analy-
_

Problems were sorted' according-,to-_problem type and

anteOedents were classified by the location in Which the

problem was-encountered. Consequences were sorted twice,
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first on the basis'of the emotional consequences of the

problem, and then On the basis of the solution to the

problem. Emotional consequences were grouped into

classes which indicated _the,individual(s) who experienced

the emotional consequence; solutions were classified by
.

. the 'source of attempted solution. Because content

classes were developed by subjective criteria, final

classifications were checked for reliability by giving

two judges a sample of 81 antecedents, 100 problems,.and

73 consequences. Sample problemsf.with theirrespectiVe

antecedents and consequences,-Wererandonly selected with

the constraints thateech county...and content class had

to be Opresented in the sample. Counties were repre-
,

.sented by:an equal (25) number of sample problems;'con-

tent categories were represented proportional to the

number of'iteths that had originally been sorted into

those classes: The two judges were ProviOed definitions

of-each content class and asked to sort-the sample

items accordingly. These-two sample sorts were then

checked for reliability, using a.coefficient of agree-
, ,

ment for nominal scales (Cohen, 1960) . Reliability co-
, *

efficients.for antecedent, problem, and cdnsequence

categories were 89.2, 88.9,, and 82.3; respectively.

62
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The 1262 problems reported bY 443 respondents were

grouped into the 14 categories shown in Table 16. The

most commonly reported problems were physical/emotional

(38%), hOuse and yard work (34i), employment (29%), and

limited mobility (27%). Physical and emotional problems

were assigned to a common category.because of the-diffi-
:

culties in determining the-primary cause of these types

of prOblems. Emotional disturbances, neivousness-,

depression, anxiety, inability to-sleep, sleeliing too

pach, and a general lack of energy were included in thrs-

category. A substantial number of the respondents ex.-

pressed anxiety oVer their conditions, their futures,

'the effects of their -conditions on the futures of their,

families, and over the possible recurrence of severe

medical'problems such ascancer, heart attack, and-
,

hemorrhage. More physically related problems included,

in this class were difficulties adjusting.to dietary

restrictions imposed due to obesity or other health

problems, the side effects of Prescribed medications,

anedissatisfaction with or distrust of their CuAent

r medical care providers.;

Problems with: hOuse and 'yard -work included a bro.ad

.range of household chores such as vacuuming,I.Mopping,

washing ctikhes, ironing, cooking, sweeping, sewing,

63
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gardening, lawn mowing, and minor repairs. Employment

problems included five major types of complaints: diffi-

culty in performing one's work due.to the restrictions

of disability, being no longer.able to perform the type

of work done prior to disability, inability to locate

employment, inability to work in a'fegular salaried job,

Table 16

Percent of Respondents Reporting Eadh of
Fourteen Problem Types by Age of Respondent )

. 0-15 16-31- 32-47 48-64 65+ Total

Physical/Emotional .30, .33 .42 .39_ .44 .38

Hogse/Yerd Work .07 .09 .45 .57 ;51 .34

Employment ' .04" .35 .12 .37 .34 .29

Limited pbobirlity .09 .26 :35 .31 .38

Attendant Care .13 .19 '.18 .18 .21 .18.

Service Accessibility .14- .15 .16 .12 .18 .15

Sociel Activity .30 .21 .10 .05 .06 .14

School \ .49 .21 : .02 .00 .01 .14

Driving .02
_

.13 .15 .14 .14 .12

Communication/Speech .25 .14 .10 :04' .03 .11

Financial
) .06 .10 .04 .18 .11 ..10

Inappropiiate Behavior .26 .13 .05 .01 ..02 .09

Special Education .12
.

:10 .64 .00 .00 .05

Service Availability .09 :04 .06 .05 .02 .05

and inability to do any type_of work whatsoever. Several

respondents expressed a deiire for some type of training

that was not, to their knowledge, availanae to them._

-64

.
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The major difficulty classified under limited nobility

was walking--either the complete inability to'walk.or an

ability that was extremely limited. This class also in-

cluded general and specific nobility problems of hands,

arms, and legs. A common complaint was the.inability to

lift objects of any substantial weight: Finally, a number

of respondents confined'to wheelchairs expressed the

-need for modified housing and equal access, the lack of

which appeared to diminish the utility of the wheelchair;

in almost all cases.

Age was an important factor in the type of problem

reported. 'Social4nd school problems were a concern for

respondegts unaer 31 years of age, including the areas

of school (.34), social activity (.25), communication/

speech (.19), inappropriate behavior (.19), and special

education (.11). In contrast, house and yard work (.51)

was a problem afflicting primarily those respondents over

31 years of age. Limited mobility,- was a problem that

increased with age (9-38%), while concern over employment

was expressed'i-a More or less-equal percent (32-37%)

of all but the under-16-age group.
014er,

relationship

between sex and problem type was stereotypic: a much

higher percentage bf males reported problems related to
. 4oftwkemployment (42% vs. 16%) while more'females_were
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concerned with house and yard work (46% vs. 22%);

Antecedents were sorted into six classes indicating

the location'in which the problem developed-(Table'17).

Over 40%-of the problems reported by survey respondents

were encounterea in the respondent-Is home'. Another 19%

were not'bound to any 'specific locale. Both age and

sex were moderate factors in problem antecedents: A

greater proportion of the problems faced by female re-

spondents were home-related (52%) than were those of male

respondents (34%), while males reported that a higher

percentage of their ,needs were work-related (10% vs.

4%) pr not tied to a' given locale (22% vs. 15%). In

addition, over half of the problems reported by persons

over 48 years of age developed at home, and one-fourth

of those reported by persons under the_age of 31 were

encountered in a school setting.

Tabre 17

Percent of Problems by Antecedent Location and

Sex of Respondent

Male Female Total

Home .34 .52 .43

No Specific Locale .22 .15 .19

-School
.09 .11

Local Community .10 .10 .10,

Other Communities .08 .08

Work .10 .64 07

66
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Emotional consequences were divided into four

classes which were defined by the person or persons Who

experienced the emotional consequence (Table 18).

.Respondents reported emotional consequences for almost

60% of the problemsthat theY faced: Three-fourths
0

Table is

Percdnt of Problems by Focus of .

Emotional Consequence and Age of Respondent .

0-15 16-31 32-47 48-64:. 65+ Total

Personal .35 .45 47 .45 .41 .43

Nofid .36 .40 .38 .47 .48 .42
.,.

Personal & Family 47 .09 .07 .06 .07 .09 -

Familir .12 .06 .06 .02 , .64 . .06

of,these were reportedly experienced by the dis-

abled individual alone. Responses for the under-16

age group differed considerably from the rest of the

sample. This group reported the highest incidence of

emotional consequences (64%), and the conseqUences were

reported as being more likely to affect the disabled

, child's family than were the consequences of disabled

adults (29% vs.'12%). 'In addition, female.iespondents

reported a moderately higher number of emotional conse-

.quences for their problems (61%) than did.male respondents

(54%).

'
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Solutions were classified according to the type of

-help respondents had turned to in seeking to resolve their

problems(Table 19). They relied on their families to.dea1

mith one-third of the problems, while another third of the

Table 19

- Percent ofProblens by
.Source of Solution. and Age of Respondent

. .

0-15 .16-31 32-47 48-64 65-1 Total
-7".". -.-.1.---

Tamily .29 .27 .41 .31 .13 .32

None .29 .32 .28 . ,27 .-27'
4

,

23

Personal .08 .11 .08 .08 .09, .08

Physician .09 *07 .04 .12 .06 . .08

Friend , .02 .06.4 .09 .41% .09 .07

,

Activity Restriction .04 .65 .02 .10 .04 .05

Ehployee .00 .01 .6. .05. .10 ..04.

4

School .15 .05 .01 .00 :00 .0-4

..

Specialized Therapy .03 .04 _.04 .02 .02 .03

Psychologist .01 .00 .00 .00 .01 ,

problems remained unresolved. Only 15%* had been addressed

through professional help. Probiems facing respondents

under 16 years of\pe were the mogt likely to receive pro-

fessional attention (29%) primarily dt school. Respon-

dents between-the ages of 32 and 47 years were the most

likely to turn to their families for assistance, (41%).

(c.c
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problems were the leaSt likely to be treated

rofessionally..

DIkUSSION

A broad range of needs were identified by this pilot

survey of disabled residents of four socioecondmically

distinct rural coUnties. .These included medical and emo-

tional, limited mobility, employment, transportation,

personal care, and educational problems. Thee majority
'c

of these needs ere either unresolved or dealt with on a

limited basis by the disabled persons themselves and/or

their families: Professidnal services were either not

utilized, unknown, or unavdilable to most of the respon-

dents. There was virtually nq evidenae of any impact of

rehabilitation techriology upon,the needs of,these rural

aisabled'individuais. Assistive devices were rare, un-

sophisticated, and often of l alue because of the

lack of modified Upusing'..a4d,equal access.;.F4#hermore,
,

demographic data:..proVided stark evidenc df radk, of

personal resources with whidh disa, e -ind;;C:1(t cOuld

4 address their own problems. Educati

,economic levels were consistently low.

yment, and

Health. The poor medical and emotional status Of

e rural disabled individuals was evident in both the

needs a essment and demographic data. In the behavioral
. -

,69
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needs asgessment, more respondents reported problems in

this category than any other. These data suggest that

rural disabled individuals are under constant stress.

They suffer frustration and anger from the limitations

of their disability. They fear fdr their own futures 'and

.those of their families. Many are plagaed by problems

with,sleep, arising either from anxiety, the discomforts

of their pWical conditions, or the side effects of

medication. Those that do, not suffer from insomnia are,

often plagued by oversleep, exhaustion, and a general lack'

of energy. This, in turn, often compounds feelings of

lack of productivity, uselessness, dependency, and low

self-worth. A high fevel of need is contrasted' with an

absence of professional psychological assistance; only

1% og the problems listed in the needs assessment were

reportedly, being addressed,by counseling or other psy-
:

cholOgicaf services.

Emotional problems were also among the mOst commonly

reported health problems in the demographic potiori of

the survey. In addition, physical conditions .thaE

often associated with the elderly, such as 'arthritis and

visual impairments, were common. Since the survey was'

designed,to include roughly equivalent numberswcif persons

from all age groups, the data undoutedly underestimated

2
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the incidence of these health conditions in theeL.

rural disabled population4 the majority of which iS over

50'1,(e.ars of age. Both limited vision and arthritis are

likely tO be major factors contributing to. the problems

of limited mobility, house and yard wdrk; persdnal care

and transportation reported in the needs-assessment. In

contrast, younger. respondents reported relatively high

rates of mental retardation, emotional illnesses, and

speech disorders. These problems are also reflected in

the needs assessment: special education, sbcial activities,

and inappropriate social behavior were problems reported

primarily by respondents under 32 years ok age.

The data suggest that the health problems of younger

respondents were.somewhat more likely to be receiving

professional treatment than were those of.-their.elders.

Feweethan 10% of all of the problems reported were said,

to be under profeSsional medical treabment. lioweyer, for

respondents who were still ih schbol the outlook was

marginally better, Since 15%.of their.problems were being,
c

addressed through_school gervices. Nonetheless, overall

health services for these rural disabled respondents ap-,

peared lacking. The Younger,retpohdents received few

services, the elderly even less, and the middle-aged

adults reported that virtually none of their problems

-
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were being addressed through professional medical, psy-

chological, or Other therapeutic services.

Socioeconomic. With the possible exception of .

whites living in Bailey County, Texas, the sociO-

economic levels of the survey respondents were extremely

poor. The average adult respondent had little more_

than an eighth grade education. Almost 60% reported

total annual incomes of less than $6,000 and ohly 12%

were gaihfully employed. Little can be added to. these

stark statistics to more adequately convey.the lack of

tangible personal resources with Which respondents

might struggle to meet their indikridual needs. However,

additional survey data also provide some information.

on the complexity of the situation underlying their

poor socioeconomic status. First, although employment

problems ranked high in the needs assessment, employ-
_

ment is perceiVed%as' a problem almost exclusively by

I ,O

rural disabled malegA. Rural disable-d-females,'especial7_

ly those of. minority ethnic backgrouhd, did not appear

to view,themselves as part ofAthe regular labor force.

Their 'employment' problems were.usuillY.expressed as

probiems with house and Yard work.: Moreover., of the

respondents, mostly male', who did perceive-themselves

72
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ai potentially being part-of the labor force, the over-

whelming majorit,K Considered themselves too disabled

for employment. A cakeful eicamination of the specific

types of employment problems reported in the needs

assessment shows that, in a number of cases, this did

not mean that they Were too disabled to do any type of

woik whitsoeer. 'Often, the disabled male respondent

was unable to'do his work as effectively/as he once

'did, or was'unable to do the type of work in which he

had training and,experience prior to his disabilitSr,

or, because of his unreliable health status, was not

able t9 hold a regular salaried position. It appeared

that some of these respondents were self-employed prior
9

to their disability and now continued to struggle with

their farming, logging, or similar work, althoughoften

unable to achieve,productivity levels necestary to sup-

port themselves and their families. ..In other bases',

previously employed workers were limited to 'odd iobs'

types of income that could be tailored to their fluctua-.

ting healthstatus.

'The socioeconomic pligheof the'ditabled rur.al resi-

dent is complicated by rural educational arid employment

factors. Because rural economies include a large number

of manual labor,jobs, formal education has usually been

.73
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less valued in rural society than in.urban environments.

A healthy rUral map has some reasonable expet-tation of ".

supporting Idmself and his family even if he has relatively

few years of formal schooling. Howevei, the disabled

male is left with few employment alternatives in a rural

society. His edUcational baCkground is often'inadequate

for most positions requiring sophisticated sgills and

little physical exertion. Furthermore, there-is little .

demand for such skills in sparsely populated areas.

It is unfortunate that there.was such a low response

rate by Mexican Americans to the questions on family

income, because without these data, it is difficult.to

assess the relationships among ethnicity, income; educa:

tion, and employment. Presumably, Mexican American incomes

benefitted somewhat froM tHe seasonal employment that was'
-

reported inthe survey, but the extent of this benefit ,,

was obscured by' the substantial percentage of Mexican

.<

Americans who refused to provide'income data. Asit stands,

Black respondents seemed to be the most disadvantaged,

While Bailey County whites reported moderately higher

,levels on all th&e soCioeconomic indiClators. Differences

in rates4 use for-soMe tylies'of public assidtance compli-

cate interpreting income figures. For example, Blacks

reported the lowest cash incomes but the highest use of
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tood staMps. Some American Indians received tribal as-
.

sistance,unavaiiable.to other ethnic groups. Whites in

the remaining counties and American Indian respondents all

. . reported low levels of income, education, and employment.

Although the survey failed to clearly separate ethnic

groups along'socioeconomic dimensions, it seemg clear that,

whatever socioecondmic distinctions-do exist, the

most Important factors determining felt needs are rurality

and disability. Problems, antecedents, and consequences

were remarkably consistent across all four ethnic groups

sampled in this survey. In light of the consistently.low

socioeconomic standing of the respondents, this is probably

to be expected. Regardless of ethnic background, the rural

disabled share a common plight of low income, unemployment,

and a poor educational background. Economic differences,

between groups are unlikely.to have áfiy re1 effect on

the_needs arising from disability. A rural disabled

person is .no morelikely xo be able tothire a housekeeper
,

Oi a personal attenaant, or .gecUig,privgte"Pgychdli541cal'

seritices on an annual family income of $6,000 than on one
.

of' $ 500. Similarly, a 40-sear-old disabled male with

nine years of-formal education is,not realistically,more

competitive for employment than one vith:eight.
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Rehabilitatiori Services. Aimost all of the respon-

dents who reported that they had applied 'for rehabilita-

tion services said that they wete provided with services

-wilitwhich they were generally satisfied. A possible

shOrtcoming in service provision involved older adult

1 .

applicants. Younger appliC4nts were more likely to be '

d...

prov ded both vocational and medical strvices, while older
1 4i.

t
,

. i

applicants were usually provided with only niedical ser-

vices. Results from the.needs assessment showed that

employment concerns did not decline with age, suggesting

that current services may not be adequately responding to

the older worker'sesire to remain vocationally productive.

The primary problem documented in the survey data was

the substantial lack.of awareness of rehabilitation ser-

vices and the extremely low rate of service utilization.

The low applidation rate among those respondents who said
r .

that they ,were-familiar wi;N DVR conttailts with a fairly, ,

strong interest in these,,seryices expressed by persons whO

siid that they were not familiar with. O.R. is possible

that those who were aware of rehabilitation services had

concluded, without ever having applied, that these ser-

vices were either not appropriate to'their needs or that

they were ineligible for services.

7 6
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Rehabilitation services have historically had a

strong vocational emphasis, yet the majority of the needs'

expressed were for counseling and independent living ser-1.

vices. Furthermore, the poor educational backgrounds of

many of,the respondents would make it difficult for them

to qualify for j'obs requiring sophisticated skills. In

addition, few skilled positions are available in rural

areas, and the More available semi-skilled or unskilled

work is often so poorly remunerated that the overall

benefits Of training for, this type of work would be limited.

Finally, the concept.of work for rural disabled'persOns

had a different emphasis than it does for Urban disabled

persons. For the rural disabled person, being pnoductive
. -

does not necessarily mean earning,a salary and gain-4-th

place of employment-outside.the home,. Respondents often

viewed their,vocational problems in terms-of being unable

to get chores acoopplished (planting a_garden, taking care

of livestock, cutaiicx-i-flrewood) rather than in, terrai^
-

--.. ,

being unable to find employMent. Many rural disabled
-

pbople, limited in education and living,in'areas with

severely restricted emP101ikent opportunities, may never.

have seriously entertained the idea of pursuing regular

salaried employment or a career.
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Low serviCe utilization r:ates.in rural areas have

often been attributed toa lack of transportation and the

reluctance Of rural people to request assistance. Al-

though these two.faciors Undoubtedly Contribute to'the

problem, survey data suggest that they are not overwhelm-

ing factors. Transportation needs ranked fairly high in

the assessment. Many of the respondents were unable-to

drive. None reported having a modified vehicle. Public

transportation was extremely scarce and often available

only to a limited clientele. For example, transportation

services for the elderly would not be available to younge±

disabled persons. .0n the other hand, most of the respon-

dents felt t'hat they could count on family or friends to

provide transportation when necessary. Transportation

appeared to be a'day-to-day inconvenience--prohibiting a

spontaneous trip to the grocery store, restricting the,

Aour of-a doctor's visit to suit the schedulgOf a neighbor

or family member,.or, necessitating,finding a co-worker

willing to proVide a ride to and from work. However,

transportation did not appear to prohibit service utiliza-
,

tion. Moreover, providing expanded public transportation

would probably not r edy many of the needs desaribed in

- _this survey, since e majority of:the problems were en..;

countered in t e disabled respondents' oWn homes.

78
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Finally, survey.data'tended to refute,the widespread

notion that rural people value self-sufficiency and

independence so much that they Will not accept social,

services. .The.interest respondents expressed in rehabili-

tation services suggests that effective publicity and out-

reach effortsmight substantially increase participation

in,rehabilitation programs. InCreased service utilization

might stretch too far existing agency personnel arid re-

sources. If more sisabled persons were to use DVR, in-

creases in personnel and service programs would be needed

along with incre9ed funding.

A final questioris whether or not rehabilitation ser-
.

vices are currently offering appropriate kinds of inter-

ventions in rural areas. Do vocational programs offer a

realistic option for those whose education is limited and
zwP

employment opportunities severely restricted? Independent
4-

living needs, such as equal access, attendant care, modi-
A. .

fiedhousing, and counseling servicesa'ccounted for most of

the concerns documented by this assessment. Future,rurak

rehabilitation programs will have to: (1) 'provide services

that address the needs of the rural disabled persons, as

they perceive them, (2) be consistent with the realities

of rural employment opportunities, (3) be suited to the

-rural concepts,ot productivity and Self-worth, and

79
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(4) adequately inform potential clients of the appropriate-,
1

ness of their servides in meeting clierit needs: Unless

these,issues are successfully addredsed, low service utili-
,

zation will continue to be a critical problem inirural

areas.

Implications for Rural Rehabilitation

Although this assessment was linuted to fotir rural

1

counties in three southern states, a number of results have

striking implications for efforts to improve vocational

rehabilitation in.rural areas:

1.- Rural disabled individuals need to be effectively

informed of the services currently at their disposal.

Some 40% of the,working-age survey, respondents were not

familiar with DVR, although more than 60% of these same

individuals were interested in services. Qutreach efforts

.and follow-up visits are needed ifservice utilization

rates are to increase,substantially"*.

2. Purther investigation*-is needed to determine the

n among

rural handicapped persons who are aWare of available ser-

vices. Fewer than one-third of the respondents who indi-

cated that they were familiar with DVR. had actually ap-

plied for services.
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3. A careful exgminatibn 'shotild be conducted to

determine.the feasibility and benefit of providing more

vocational services to older applicants. The likelihood

that an aPplicant had been provided vocational assistance.

decreased substantially with age, including those provided

to 30- and 40-yean-olds, compared to those"in their twen-

ties and teenagers. Oiven the relatively high proportion

of older individuals in the rural population and ,the aging

of the general population in this country, it wou

wise to encourage service agencies to.soften their_focus

on younger applicants as the primary recipients for voca-

tional assistahce.

4. The need for more sophisticated assistime rehabil- b

itation deyices in rural areas should be,addressed. The'

majogity of devices reported in use by survey respondents
"

,(oanes, walkers, and crutches) do not reflect even the

limited technological-advances that hate., been maile in this
J.

area. Even wheelchairs:and hearing aids Were reportedly

used by only five and three Percent of the sample re-

spectively. In contrast, substantial numbers of resPon-.
- .

_
. ,

dents reportedly suffered from arthritis, limb Lmpairment,

mobility limitations,,and/or he*aring disorders, Stiggesting

a great.need for these devices.
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5. Groups to provid-Wemotion'al support to individuals

with disabilities and their familieS-arejleeded in rural

communities. The probleMs facing rural disabled people

are very similar, and relief from psychological ailments .

such as depression and anxiety might be piovided by such

support groups.

6. ComMunity leaders And professionaldsuCh,as phy.Si=
4

cians, nurses, psychologists, and social woikers.should

be,educated about the needs 'And problems of rural disabljed

persons so that they can provide mOre effective services

to disabled persons and their families.

7. Social service isgenecies which exist in rural

areas might improve serVice Availability"by sharing re-

_
sources such as uses, referral,lists, and outreach;

/f
1

,
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